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PDLC FILM BUS-BAR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIOIN 

1- Cut the switchable film to the size you want, then draw the bus-bar positition. 

 
 

2- Using a cutting knife to cut the film from between of two layer of ITO film. 
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3- Cutting off one layer ITO film, based on bus-bar position line we draw on front side. 

 
 

 

 

4- Turn around the film, cut off one layer ITO film on back side. 
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5- Cutting off one layer ITO film, on the back side to the position we draw. 

 
 

 

6- Cutting finished, using clean cloth dip in anhydrous ethanol to wipe out the white crystal 

substance. 
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7- After wiping, the area become clear. 

 

 

 

 

8- Dip in conductive silver glue with brush to the area we just cut off. 
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9- Spreading evenly through the transparent areas, make sure not spread to the cutting line. 

 
 

 

 

10- Front side and back side spreading, make sure not spread to the cutting line. 
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11- Using heating blower to dry the conductive silver glue( Front side and back side). 

 
 

 

 

12- Sticking a conductive copper foil on front side and back side. 
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13- After sticking the conductive copper foil. 

 
 

 

 

14- Using soldering iron to weld the wire to the conductive copper foil. 
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15- Welding the wire on the front side( Red wire) 

 
 

 

 

16- Welding the wire on the back side( Black wire) 
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17- Wire welding finished, ready to be tested with electricity. 

 
 

 

Thanks! 
Zhiyuan Building Materials Co., Limited 
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